


– Day, 2015 –

“What is extensive reading? One obvious answer is 
that there is no single approach to the practice of 

extensive reading.” 
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Online resources

https://www.er-central.com/ 

https://www.readworks.org/ 

https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/ 









Can you apply them all?  

Which ones can you apply ?





Comparing 

Critiquing 

Modifying 

Reflecting  

Creating

Describing 

Reporting 

Summarising 

Roleplaying 

Writing a letter/diary 

Follow-up activities



PechaKucha
https://www.pechakucha.com/watch

https://www.pechakucha.com/watch


Projects







How much do they love adventure? 

By Alice in Wonderland

An Original Song


They get on with life as a girl,

They're a curious kinda type.

They like exploring holes and visiting garden.

They like to contemplate cake.

But when they start to daydream,

Their mind turns straight to adventure.


Sometimes I look at them and I look into their eyes,

I notice the way they think about adventure with a smile,

Curved lips they just can't disguise.

But they think it's cake making their life worthwhile.

Why is it so hard for them to decide which they love more?

Cake or...

Adventure?


They like to use words like 'creep' and 'dear.'

They like to use words about cake.

But when they stop their talking,

Their mind turns straight to adventure.



Sometimes I look at them and I look into their eyes,

I notice the way they think about adventure with a smile,

Curved lips they just can't disguise.

But they think it's cake making their life worthwhile.

Why is it so hard for them to decide which they love more?

Cake or...

Adventure?


They like to hang out with rabbit and Dinah.

But when left alone,

Their mind turns straight to adventure.


Sometimes I look at them and I look into their eyes,

I notice the way they think about adventure with a smile,

Curved lips they just can't disguise.

But they think it's cake making their life worthwhile.

Why is it so hard for them to decide which they love more?

Cake or...

Adventure?


They hate boredom and sleepiness.

But they just think back to adventure,

And they're happy once again.






– Day, 2015 –

“If none [of the 10 principles] are used, then a so-
called ER program is most likely a fringe ER 

program.” 
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